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Our favorite materials: Silica hydride stationary phases

the behavior of small organosilanes in the presence of water. Silica in reality is a ... Siâ€“Cl intermediate and then reducing this with lithium aluminum hydride [1]. 
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My Favorite



Our favorite materials: Silica hydride stationary phases ‘‘Chance favors the prepared mind.’’ Louis Pasteur ‘‘Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one. ’’ Albert Einstein As so succinctly stated by these two famous scientists, it is sometimes necessary to step outside the bounds of traditional thinking and look at ideas that many claim to be impossible based on preconceived notions rather than experimental data. This review is dedicated to those open-minded scientists who are willing to evaluate new concepts objectively rather than dismiss new approaches with outdated theories. Keywords: HPLC stationary phases / Open tubular capillary electrochromatography DOI 10.1002/jssc.200900568



1 Introduction We began investigations into the use of silica hydride as a separation material more than two decades ago [1]. At the time such an endeavor might have seemed foolish based on the perception of the stability of the silicon–hydrogen bond in aqueous media. However, these assumptions about the poor hydrolytic stability of the Si–H moiety were related to the behavior of small organosilanes in the presence of water. Silica in reality is a polymeric material that is derived from the condensation of silicic acid. With a high and undetermined molecular weight, its properties are completely different than those observed for small organosilanes. Thus concluding that silica hydride is unstable based on comparisons to these unrelated structures is highly speculative at best, and has been proven completely unfounded in the years since its inception as a chromatographic stationary phase material. A chemical composition comparison between ordinary silica and silica hydride is presented pictorially by the diagram in Fig. 1. The fundamental difference between the two materials is that silanol groups (Si–OH) are present on the surface of ordinary silica while Si–H moieties dominate the surface of hydride silica. This chemical change leads to
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profound differences in the surface properties of the two materials. Silica hydride has unique properties that we have exploited as part of the solid support of stationary phases for HPLC and on the inner walls of capillaries for electrophoretic separation media. Significant variations in chromatographic behavior between silica and silica hydride are certainly reasonable since the Si–OH groups are highly polar while Si–H is weakly hydrophobic. Therefore, discovering the chromatographic capabilities that could be ascribed to the hydride surface was only a matter of time as well as keeping an open mind about what could be perceived as unexpected experimental results based on comparisons to retention data obtained on traditional silicabased stationary phases. The data presented in Section 2 is based on a large number of silica hydride-based chromatographic columns used in a wide variety of labs for a broad range of applications. With such widespread use and most columns having hundreds of injections, it can be concluded with certainty that silica hydride is a stable material as a chromatographic support under conditions utilizing common HPLC aqueous mobile phases.



2 Fabrication of silica hydride-based stationary phases There are two synthetic approaches for the fabrication of silica hydride surfaces used in chromatographic applications. The first method involves the conversion of silanol groups on particulate silica with thionyl chloride to form an Si–Cl intermediate and then reducing this with lithium aluminum hydride [1]. This process must be done under completely moisture-free conditions since the Si–Cl bond is hydrolytically unstable and easily reverts back to a silanol in the presence of any water. Another approach we have used www.jss-journal.com
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Figure 1. Comparison of the chemical surface composition of ordinary silica and silica hydride.



for creating a silica hydride surface utilizes the condensation reaction between the silanols on silica and triethoxysilane [2]. This method is a single step process that is not sensitive to the presence of water and in fact uses a small amount of an aqueous acid as a catalyst. In both methods several reaction variables determine the exact nature of the hydride surface produced, i.e. relative number of Si–H groups versus residual silanols. The surface of the product hydride material has a high portion of Si–H groups (495% as determined in one study by 29Si CP-MAS NMR [2]) which enhance the differences in properties when compared to ordinary silica. Further modification of the hydride surface occurs via hydrosilation [3] that attaches an organic moiety producing a bonded stationary phase with specific properties as a separation medium (hydrophobic, hydrophilic, ionexchange, chiral, etc.). One of the advantages to this process is the attachment of the bonded organic moiety to the surface by a stable Si–C bond. This chemical structure leads to the high stability reported in certain chromatographic experiments [4–6]. While the most common approach for attaching an organic group to the silica hydride material involves utilizing a terminal olefin in the hydrosilation reaction, we have also demonstrated that it is possible to bond molecules with the olefin in a nonterminal position [7], alkynes [8] and other functional groups such as cyano [9]. This versatility in the attachment of organic moieties to the surface hydride leads to the possibility of producing stationary phases that would be difficult or impossible to fabricate by other bonding methods. One interesting example is the double attachment of the bonded group that has been shown to occur when an alkyne is used in the hydrosilation reaction [8]. Two structures with a double attachment to the surface were postulated on the basis of NMR studies. As a result of the commercialization of silica hydride materials for chromatographic stationary phases, the exact process used to fabricate each product is a proprietary piece of information. This situation is similar to the production of ordinary silica-based HPLC stationary phases where each individual manufacturer has its own formulation, even though most use some form of organosilanization. & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim



Figure 2. DRIFT spectrum of a silica hydride material.



3 Spectroscopic characterizations of silica hydride materials Spectroscopic techniques provide a useful means for monitoring the process of creating a hydride layer on the surface of silica and subsequently bonding various organic molecules to produce the final bonded stationary phase. Figure 2 shows the diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectrum of a typical silica after it has been modified to produce a hydride layer on the surface. Much of the spectrum is the result of either the underlying silica structure or water that is adsorbed on the surface or in the pores. The most prominent feature is the large absorption band near 2250 cm1 that is assigned to the Si–H stretching mode. This peak unequivocally proves that a significant amount of the surface is populated by silica hydride groups. We deternubed the actual surface coverage of hydride to be about 95% of the original silanol content from both NMR measurements (29Si CP-MAS NMR) as well as decomposition of the material to produce hydrogen gas [3]. Thus, it is possible through careful control of synthetic conditions to produce a material where virtually the entire surface is composed of Si–H groups rather than silanols. The second step, hydrosilation can also be monitored successfully by spectroscopic means. In the DRIFT spectrum, the intensity of the Si–H stretching band will be of lower intensity than in the spectrum of the starting hydride material. Since all bonded phases are the result of attaching an organic moiety to the surface, every DRIFT spectrum will www.jss-journal.com
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Figure 3. Carbon-13 crosspolarization magic-angle spinning (CP-MAS) spectrum of a cholesterol-bonded phase on a silica hydride surface.



have C–H stretching bands in the region around 3000 cm1. If the attached group has aliphatic components, then bands will be observed just below 3000 cm1. If the bonded organic moiety has either unsaturated or aromatic components, then bands will appear just above 3000 cm1. In addition, other functional groups on the bonded moiety can be observed in the DRIFT spectrum at approximately the same wavelength as the unbonded molecule. Thus, DRIFT spectroscopy is a reliable method for monitoring the success of chemically modifying a surface such as those found on typical stationary phases used in chromatographic applications. Solid state NMR can provide similar confirmation of the success of bonding an organic moiety to a surface. Figure 3 shows the carbon-13 CP-MAS spectrum of a cholesterolbonded moiety on a silica hydride surface. While each individual carbon atom in this complex molecule cannot be directly correlated to a peak in the spectrum, the general features confirm successful attachment of this particular organic moiety [10]. In particular the olefinic carbons of cholesterol and the carbonyl of the ester linkage provide strong evidence that the intact molecule has been attached to the hydride surface. We have made similar NMR spectroscopic measurements on other silica hydride-bonded phases [11].



organosilanized phases. However, a good choice is the octadecyl-bonded material when a monofunctional organosilane reagent is used to provide a single point of attachment to the silica surface. Hydrosilation similarly results in a single point of attachment when an alkene is used in the reaction. Under these circumstances, the surface coverage is around 3.5 mmol/m2 for the C18-bonded material. This result is generally at the high end of most commercial C18 stationary phases that utilize a reactive species such as octadecyldimethylchlorosilane. When hydrosilation is used for other organic moieties, the surface coverage varies according to size and shape of the molecule as well as any functional groups that are present. For example, when attaching a large bulky compound like cholesterol to the hydride surface, the coverage is around 1.5 mmol/m2. This lower surface coverage still provides chromatographic performance that reflects the properties of the bonded organic moiety [13]. In the case of cholesterol, which has liquid crystal properties, the bonded group results in chromatographic selectivity based on molecular shape for a number of different types of compounds such as steroids and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).



4 Elemental analysis of silica hydride materials



The fundamental difference between silica hydride and typical bare silica (where silanols are the predominant functional group on the surface) can be demonstrated by the retention of the solutes uracil, pyridine and phenol under RP conditions. The very polar surface of ordinary silica results in elution of uracil and phenol at the void volume while pyridine is retained because of its basic properties. However, the much less polar silica hydride material has only minimal retention of pyridine (slightly separated from



Quantitative evaluation of the bonded organic material on the hydride surface is made by carbon elemental analysis. The equation of Berendsen and DeGalen [12] modified for olefin and alkyne hydrosilation is used to provide surface coverage of the bonded phase in terms of mmol/m2. For many phases it is difficult to compare the results directly to & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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uracil) but more significant retention of phenol. Retention is the same as on a RP column with the most polar compound eluting first and the least polar species being the last eluted. Another useful comparison is to a commercial C18 column that is not endcapped. The presence of a significant number of silanols on the unendcapped stationary phase leads to the elution of pyridine after phenol. It has been proposed that the somewhat hydrophobic nature of the silica hydride surface results in less adsorption of polar solvents (particularly water) on the surface of the separation media. The consequence of this surface morphology is that aggressive components in the mobile phase (such as TFA, phosphate or bases) are less likely to penetrate to the hydride layer providing enhanced stability of the bonded moiety. In addition, changes in the mobile phase composition can be accomplished more efficiently with a weaker and less dense water layer on the surface so that the separation system rapidly reaches equilibrium. The rapid equilibration is of particular advantage when doing gradient separations because subsequent analyses can be done with a minimum of time between runs. In the RP mode it was possible to get reproducible retention using equilibration times after the end of the gradient of less than 5 min for a number of aromatic compounds and PAHs on both C8 and C18 hydride-based columns. Silica hydride-based columns can be used in any of the following three chromatographic modes: traditional RP; aqueous normal phase (ANP, defined more precisely in Section 6); and organic normal phase (ONP). When utilizing mobile phases with an aqueous component, methods having solvent compositions of water/ACN or water/ methanol that vary in the concentration of the organic constituent from 0% to between 50 and 70% will result in decreasing retention of hydrophobic analytes as the less polar solvent is increased. With a 100% water mobile phase retention is at a maximum for most neutral compounds. Under these conditions the hydride columns display classical RP behavior although selectivity may be different than those phases made using a standard organosilane bonding process. What is unique is that when analyzing ionizable or other polar compounds and with ACN or acetone as the nonpolar component in the mobile phase at concentrations above 50–70%, then a second retention maximum occurs at 100% organic. Thus solute behavior in this region is characterized by a decrease in retention time as the more polar solvent (water) increases, which is indicative of a normal phase mechanism. This region of the solute retention map (tR versus % organic in the mobile phase) is given the designation ANP. An example of such a retention map is shown in Fig. 4. For polar compounds, the elution order and/or the retention times can be changed either by varying the pH (removing the charged state for ionizable compounds) or the organic concentration of the mobile phase. With the hydride columns the normal phase can be either ‘‘aqueous’’ (using water) or ‘‘organic’’ (using non polar solvents) and in both cases the retention time of the analyte decreases as the more polar solvent is increased. The & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 4. Retention map (retention time vs. % organic in the mobile phase) showing typical regions for RP and ANP modes on a silica hydride-based stationary phase.



elution order is primarily based on the polar functional groups or ionic state of the solutes. The maximum retention of the analytes occurs at 100% concentration of the least polar solvent and this behavior fits the definition of normal phase. For some basic compounds significant retention can be achieved at both high and low pH. At high pH the column displays RP behavior (solute is neutral) while at low pH the column functions in the ANP mode (solute has a positive charge). This behavior is in contrast to a typical commercial phase such as C18 and C8 that only display RP characteristics and have no ANP retention at all. For acids at high pH (solute has a negative charge) retention is at a minimum for low amounts of organic in the mobile phase and then increases at about 70% and higher. In a few cases, very strongly basic compounds with multiple amine groups have ANP behavior with methanol as the organic solvent using a hydride-based stationary phase. The RP retention properties of silica hydride-based columns are similar to typical commercial stationary phases based on organosilane bonding. The solutes are eluted in the conventional RP order, i.e. from the most polar to the least polar at all pH values. The efficiency (typically around 100 000 plates/m with 4 mm particles) and peak symmetry (0.98–1.15) for these solutes on silica hydride stationary phases are also excellent. Therefore, a silica hydride material bonded with an alkyl moiety like C8 or C18 can be used for RP applications with separation capabilities similar to those of monomeric stationary phases. Some differences in selectivity are found since the base material (silica hydride) is not the same as typical commercial phases (ordinary silica). These variations in selectivity have been documented in column equivalency tests so comparisons can be made to other commercially available columns [14]. We have also proved the ability of a silica hydridebonded material to function in the normal phase by the separation of a group of closely related phenols [15]. Two examples of the separation of four phenol compounds illustrate the versatility of the hydride-based stationary phases. The separation is possible on unmodified silica hydride material as well as on a hydride-based C18 column. www.jss-journal.com
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The same separation is not successful on an ordinary bare silica column using similar mobile phase solvents. In contrast to what is common practice for many normal phase separations, the mobile phase solvents were not rigorously dried before use and were not placed in an air-tight or purged reservoir system to prevent adsorption of water. This fact reinforces the assumption that silica hydride materials have a much lower affinity for water than ordinary silica. It is interesting that both unmodified silica hydride as well as C18 modified silica hydride (essentially a RP column) can provide good normal phase capabilities. A feature of the RP silica hydride materials is their ability to function in a 100% aqueous environment without any detrimental effects such as de-wetting (sometimes referred to as phase collapse). This problem has been encountered for many C18 phases with the chromatographic consequence being drastically reduced retention in comparison to mobile phases with a small amount of organic component (5–10%). Figure 5 shows an example of a separation for some carbohydrate structural isomers on an octadecyl modified silica hydride column using a 100% aqueous mobile phase containing 0.5% formic acid. Identification of the solutes was made with the aid of MS detection. This analysis was repeated with ten consecutive injections with o1% RSD in the retention times of the four components. The first (A) and tenth (B) injections are shown. This result indicates the resistance of the bonded phase to de-wetting under these mobile phase conditions. The dual retention capabilities of silica hydride phases can be demonstrated by the chromatographic behavior of two compounds with vastly different properties. The elution
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characteristics of a highly polar pharmaceutical molecule (log P 2.64) and a relatively nonpolar drug molecule (log P 4.79) were compared on a C18-bonded silica hydride stationary phase. With such a large disparity in polarities of most stationary phases, particularly those designed for RP retention, elution of the polar component would be at or very close to the void volume. With a hydride-based stationary phase having a bonded organic moiety, there are two chromatographic options for the separation of the polar and nonpolar compounds with both analytes having retention beyond the void volume. Using a mobile phase with a high percentage of organic component, the least polar compound elutes first. When the mobile phase is switched to be predominantly aqueous, the most polar compound has the lowest retention. By utilizing the ANP or RP retention characteristics of the two solutes, it is possible to elute either the highly polar or the more hydrophobic component first, and have the second close by or infinitely retained. In fact, there is one mobile phase composition where these compounds of vastly different polarities (polarity differences of greater than 6 orders of magnitude) will actually co-elute. A significant number of hydride-based bonded phases have been synthesized and characterized since the concept was first introduced [1]. This variety of bonded organic groups gives, in many cases, distinctly different selectivity properties. Each of the materials we synthesized have been characterized spectroscopically as well as screened for potential chromatographic uses. A sampling of specific applications are presented below, which illustrate some of their unique properties and capabilities. These examples represent a few of the many applications we have developed to date on hydride-based separation materials and new uses are continuously being discovered in our group as well as in other laboratories.



6 HPLC applications of hydride-based phases While to some extent every hydride-based stationary phase synthesized to date can operate in three retention formats, RP, ONP and ANP, some function optimally in one mode. The general trend is that RP retention increases as the hydrophobicity of the bonded organic group increases. Smaller bonded groups or lower surface coverages usually favor the ANP and ONP modes (techniques used for the analysis of more polar compounds). Each of the stationary phases based on a hydride surface has been shown to have some retention capabilities in all of the three basic modes of operation; even the bare silica hydride surface has some RP retention characteristics.



Figure 5. Separation of carbohydrate structural isomers using a 100% aqueous mobile phase containing 0.5% formic acid. (A) First injection and (B) tenth injection. Solutes: 1 5 a-1,4-maltotriose; 2 5 a-1,4-, a-1,6-panose; 3 5 a-1-6-isomaltotriose; 4 5 b1,4-cellotriose.
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6.1 Reversed Phase Several of the stationary phases we have synthesized on hydride surfaces have hydrophobic organic moieties (octawww.jss-journal.com
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decyl, octyl and cholesterol) bonded so they possess features that are common to other RP materials. Typical RP properties are obtained when running a mixture of aromatic compounds on either the C8 or C18-bonded hydride phases. As expected the order of elution is approximately the same as the hydrophobicity of the analyte (least hydrophobic first and most hydrophobic last) and retention on the C18 column is considerably longer than on the C8-bonded phase. Thus for samples that require the use of RP methods, the hydride-based materials have properties similar to other commercial RP columns, but in some instances there are measureable differences in selectivity [14]. Another example of the RP behavior of the hydride phases can be demonstrated for a mixture of steroids on a cholesterol column. The retention of the solutes increases as the amount of the aqueous component is increased. However, the elution order on the cholesterol column is based on two factors: hydrophobicity as well as shape [13]. It appears that the size and shape selectivity of the cholesterolbonded phase is a result of the liquid crystal nature of the unbonded compound. Some of these properties are apparently preserved in the bonded material leading to a more ordered structure on the surface. In general, molecules with a large length to breadth ratio have greater retention than more bulky compounds [16, 17]. Variable temperature chromatographic studies and NMR experiments [18, 19] have shown that phase transitions in the bonded material take place confirming a relatively ordered structure of the stationary phase on the silica hydride surface. Thus the cholesterol-bonded phase can provide additional selectivity in the RP mode beyond hydrophobic effects. A number of other applications illustrate the versatility of silica hydride phases in the RP mode. Catecholamines in very high aqueous content mobile phases (5:95 ACN/water) can be separated on a hydride C18 column [20]. The mobile phase also contained 25 mM ammonium formate for MS compatibility and pH control. A more typical RP example of an application is the separation of PAHs on a C18 column. The very hydrophobic PAH compounds generally require relatively high amounts of organic in the mobile phase to elute them in a reasonable time isocratically (70% in this case). Other compounds where methods have been developed in RP on the silica hydride C18 stationary phase include two pharmaceutical compounds, acetaminophen and sulfonamide, which can be analyzed rapidly and reproducibly with gradient elution. In the sulfonamide analysis the mobile phase consists of ACN/water 1 0.1% formic acid and the gradient goes from 30 to 100% ACN over 5 min. The elution time on a 4.6  75 mm column with a flow rate of 1 mL/min is about 7 min. To retain acetaminophen, the mobile phase consists of ACN 1 0.1% acetic acid 1 0.005% TFA/water 1 0.1% acetic acid 1 0.005% TFA. This method illustrates another interesting property of hydride columns. When TFA is added to the mobile phase to improve peak shape or control other solute properties, typically between 0.001 and 0.005% is needed. & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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This property of silica hydride phases is especially useful when using MS for detection since higher levels of TFA can suppress the ionization of the sample.



6.2 Aqueous normal phase If the silica hydride-based stationary phases only provided slightly different selectivity in the RP then they would not represent a significant advance in HPLC technology. However, in addition to the RP properties described in Section 6.1, these materials provide other capabilities that make them unique in their range of chromatographic applications. The ability to operate in the ANP mode represents an area where significant advancements in applications can be made. Retention of hydrophilic compounds is complex, especially when the method needs to be coupled to MS for detection. The designation of ANP for the retention of polar compounds such as those discussed below is used in this review to distinguish silica hydride materials from HILIC stationary phases that have more limited capabilities. The ANP properties of the silica hydride-based materials were initially identified on materials that were designed for RP applications: C18 and the cholesterol stationary phases. Many of the applications we developed involved hydrophilic compounds that could only be done by RP if ion-pairing reagents, derivatization or some other approach to create a more hydrophobic species was used. Therefore, it was surprising to discover that these analytes could be retained in their normal hydrophilic state at high organic content even with a stationary phase having a bonded hydrophobic moiety. For example, applications have been developed for a number of pharmaceutical compounds in the ANP mode on the silica hydride-based C18 column. Same examples are the analysis of methotrexate, metanephrine and normetanephrine, and amino-caproic acid. These basic pharmaceutical compounds all exhibit increasing retention on the C18 column as the amount of organic solvent in the mobile phase is increased. The mobile phase in each method was ACN/water with formic acid added in the range of 0.1–0.5%. The hydride-based cholesterol phase that has different RP selectivity than a typical C18 material as described in Section 6.1, can be used in the ANP mode. Two physiologically important compounds, choline and acetylcholine, have been successfully separated using a 91:9 ACN/water mobile phase containing 0.5% formic acid. Using MS detection a lower LOQ of 5 pmol was achieved. The highly polar drug tobramycin can easily be retained on the cholesterol column at relatively low concentrations of ACN in the mobile phase. Depending on the length and diameter of the column, as little as 60% acetontrile in a mobile phase containing 0.5% formic acid will provide reasonable retention. These results and others demonstrate that the analysis of very hydrophilic species is possible on hydride stationary phases which can also be used for typical RP applications. www.jss-journal.com
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Based on the above examples it appears likely that the silica hydride surface is responsible for the ANP behavior observed on the stationary phases with organic groups attached to the surface. Support of that theory is obtained in the case of the separation of phenylalanine and phenylglycine in a mobile phase containing 80:20 ACN/DI water with 0.1% formic acid. The two closely related compounds are separated on a relative short column (75 mm) in under 5 min. If these same two compounds are run on an ordinary silica (HILIC) column under the same conditions, there is some retention but no separation of the pair of solutes. This result and similar tests strongly suggest that the silica hydride surface is an essential feature of the ANP retention in all the applications developed to date for hydrophilic compounds. Several other hydrophilic compounds were tested on unmodified silica hydride columns with retention being observed for most of them, but in some instances peak shape was not always symmetric; either fronting or tailing was observed. In order to preserve the high ANP retention capabilities of the silica hydride-based stationary phases as seen for the unmodified surface, it was determined that a low carbon content material (referred to as the DH column) provided improved peak shape for most hydrophilic compounds. The analysis of amino acids, a complex analytical problem where substantial efforts have been made over many decades due to their importance in biological and physiological processes, still requires further development in order to increase sample throughput, be applicable to increasingly complex samples and be compatible with detection by MS. We have shown that through the combination of HPLC-MS all common amino acids can be analyzed in approximately 15 min on the DH column by resolving all compounds that are isobaric or with a difference of one amu [21]. Both ACN and acetone are suitable as the organic component in the mobile phase and formic acid or acetic acid can be the MS compatible additives for amino acids. An important feature when using gradient methods is that the DH column can equilibrate within 5 min thus further reducing the analysis time when compared to other methods such as ion-exchange and HILIC. Other hydrophilic metabolites and compounds of physiological significance can also be analyzed on the DH column. For example, organic acids can be retained and separated using a mobile phase containing ammonium formate or ammonium acetate such that the pH is above the pKa of the acid. Many metabolite samples involve separating isobaric compounds usually by a gradient elution method. Such applications illustrate why MS alone cannot be used for the analysis of complex samples. Figure 6 shows the separation of two nucleotides having the same m/z. Whenever isobaric compounds are present, then separation is often crucial for positive identification. While amino acids are detected as position ions by MS, acids and nucleotides are done in the negative ion mode. Repeatability is generally less than 0.5% RSD and equili& 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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bration is less than 5 min after gradient methods. Good retention and separation can also be obtained for carbohydrates on this stationary phase as well. Unlike amino acids and the organic acids, the ANP retention of sugars is not as sensitive to changes in pH. Thus, methods can be developed for these analytes that utilize formic or acetic acid for low pH conditions or ammonium acetate or ammonium formate where pH values closer to 7 are obtained. For MS detection the positive ion mode is used with the greatest sensitivity for the (M1Na)1 adduct . For both carbohydrates and nucleotides repeatability and gradient equilibration are comparable to that obtained for amino acids and organic acids. A variety of polar compounds have been tested on the DH column to determine the range of retention capabilities in the ANP mode. Mobile phases with ACN/water and 0.1% formic acid can be used to separate serotonin and its metabolites and analogs. A gradient is used because compounds such as 5-hydroxy-3-indole acetic acid and 3,4dihydroxyphenylacetic acid require high amounts of ACN for good retention while serotonin and epinephrine require more water for elution in a reasonable time. The toxicologically important compound melamine requires relatively low amounts of ACN in this mobile phase (usually only 60–70%) due to its high basicity. With MS detection a rapid screening method can be developed for a wide variety of components in food products. Nucleosides such as adenosine and guanine can be separated using a mobile phase consisting of ACN/water containing 0.1% formic acid and 0.001% TFA. At high amounts of ACN, both good retention and peak shape are obtained. A similar mobile phase is suitable for the retention of biogenic amines such as tryptamine. It has also been demonstrated that a mixture of tryptamine, serotonin and dopamine can be separated under gradient conditions using an ACN/water mobile phase with 0.1% ammonium formate. Mixtures of nucleotides and sugar nucleotides were also well-retained on the DH column using an ACN/water mobile phase containing 0.1% ammonium formate. Peak shape can be improved by adding a small amount of ammonia to the sample solution. Among the most challenging samples are those that come from physiological fluids. Normally some sample preparation is done to remove proteins. The matrix is complex with hundreds of compounds often being present. Samples such as these are best analyzed with MS detection since mass differences along with chromatographic retention can be used to identify and quantify the components. MS detection is not always straightforward since the presence of various compounds in differing amounts from sample to sample can often lead to variations in retention as well as ionization efficiency. Small variations in retention are generally not crucial since the m/z provides the identification needed, but variations in ionization efficiency are a serious problem when quantitative data are needed. This situation can often be alleviated by having a broad range of retention, thus minimizing co-elution and variable ionization properties. A urine sample analyzed for the presence of www.jss-journal.com
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J. Sep. Sci 2009, 32, 3999–4011 Figure 6. Separation of isobaric compounds on the Diamond Hydride column in the ANP mode. Column: 2.1  150 mm. Flow rate 0.4 mL/min. Mobile phase: A, DI water 1 15 mM ammonium acetate and B, 90% ACN 1 10% water 1 15 mM ammonium acetate. Gradient: 0.00 min 95% B; 0.00–1.00 min to 90% B; 1.00–3.00 to 80% B; 3.00–4.00 min hold 80% B; 4.00–5.00 min to 50% B; 5.00–6.00 min hold 50% B; 6.00–7.00 min to 20% B. m/z 5 346 solutes: 1 5 adenosine-30 monophosphate and 2 5 adenosine-50 monophosphate.



Figure 7. Composite EICs for various metabolites in human urine in the positive ion mode on the DH column. Flow rate 0.4 mL/min. Mobile phase, A 5 DI water 1 0.1% formic acid; B 5 90:10 ACN/DI water 1 0.1% ammonium acetate. Gradient: 0.0–1.00 min 98% B; 1.00–16.00 min to 20% B. Solutes: 1 5 glucose, 2 5 methionine, 3 5 leucine, 4 5 tryptophan, 5 5 sucrose.



Figure 8. Retention map (time vs. % organic in the mobile phase) for hydrophobic ( & ) and hydrophilic (~) compounds on a silica hydride-based stationary phase.



6.3 Dual retention mechanisms



hydrophilic metabolites using the ANP method on the DH column is shown in Fig. 7. Some selected positive ion metabolites are identified in the sample. An interesting observation about this data is the excellent reproducibility of the retention for each of the compounds for the three replicates shown in the figure. The amount of sucrose in Fig. 7 is an order of magnitude lower in concentration than the other four analytes identified. The compounds creatinine and creatine along with the isobaric compound 4-hydroxyproline in urine are well separated from each by a gradient method. Good peak shape and efficiency are obtained with a mobile phase of ACN/ water and 0.1% formic acid using a linear gradient from 95 to 50% ACN over 30 min. Using a similar gradient, we identified other metabolites such as hypoxanthine, chenodeoxycholic acid, betaine, choline and the antioxidant trans3-hydroxycinnamic acid in physiological samples. These examples demonstrate that silica hydride phases and in particular the diamond hydride are a powerful medium for the separation of hydrophilic compounds that can be done in a simple and reproducible manner comparable to RP methods. This type of methodology has been sought for years. & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim



The two sections above have reviewed the RP and ANP properties of hydride-based stationary phases separately. From these descriptions it can be seen that since one material is providing both retention capabilities, it should be able to function simultaneously in both modes depending on the compounds and the mobile phase conditions selected [22]. This property can be seen in the retention map (tR versus % organic in the mobile phase) as shown in Fig. 8. It clearly illustrates the dual mechanisms that are present in most silica hydride-based stationary phases. At high percentage of water in the mobile phase the RP properties dominate leading to strong hydrophobic retention ( & ) while at high amounts of organic in the mobile phase the ANP mode takes over leading to the retention of hydrophilic compounds (~). In addition to being able to operate over the entire range of mobile phase compositions such that one mechanism prevails at the two extremes, in the middle region where both organic and water are present in substantial amounts both RP and ANP can operate simultaneously. This leads to an interesting prospect for compounds with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups that can be retained under both ANP and RP mechanisms. At some mobile phase composition retention goes through a minimum but increases as either the percentage of water or www.jss-journal.com
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organic solvent is increased. This feature provides for method development to be done in either the RP or ANP modes. Thus, there are two domains in which to obtain optimal separation conditions leading to greater versatility and flexibility in method development. Another separation scenario where this capability can be utilized is for mixtures containing both polar and nonpolar compounds. The region of intermediate mobile phase compositions where both RP and ANP retention are possible can be used for the separation of mixtures having compounds of high polarity as well as hydrophobic species. At a more aqueous mobile phase composition the hydrophilic compounds are eluted first and the hydrophobic compounds are more strongly retained. Switching to a higher organic content mobile phase reverses the elution order with the polar compounds being more strongly retained. With the hydride-based columns method development can be tested in both the domain where RP is dominant and at mobile phase compositions favoring ANP. This method development flexibility can be achieved using mobile phases that are compatible with MS as opposed to some conventional stationary phases that have either limited applications or utilize additives that are inconsistent with MS detection.



6.4 Organic normal phase One of the distinguishing features of the hydride-based separation materials is their ability to operate in the ONP mode. The retention properties are similar to the common ONP stationary phases such as bare silica as well as amino, diol and cyano phases and have been found for every hydride-based stationary phase tested. Both the bare silica hydride material and the diamond hydride function well under typical ONP conditions for the separation of low to moderately polarity solutes. More surprising is that we found hydride stationary phases with C8 or C18 bonded to the surface can also provide organic normal retention capabilities [23]. This normal phase behavior is in contrast to typical RP materials based on ordinary silica that have little or no retention in the ONP mode. Thus, it appears that the silica hydride surface plays an important role in the ONP properties of these materials just as it does for the ANP mode. One property of the hydride materials that has a significant impact on their utility in the ONP mode is their low affinity for water in comparison with ordinary silica. This property is also responsible for the rapid equilibration after gradients in the RP mode. In the ONP mode silica hydride-based phases do not require the mobile phase solvents to be scrupulously dry as is the case for ordinary silica phases. The organic solvents can contain small amounts of water with no noticeable effect on either reproducibility or efficiency. Even if the solvents are exposed to air the columns can still function well for many analyses without the need for drying of the mobile phase. An example of an ONP application involves the retention and separation of various structurally related phenols. & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 9. Separation of four phenols on the silica hydride-based C18 column in the ONP mode. Mobile phase 90:10 hexane/ethyl acetate. Solutes: 1 5 phenol with aldehyde; 2 5 brominated phenol; 3 5 phenol with ketone; 4 5 phenol with carboxyl acid. Adapted from [23].



Using a stationary phase based on unmodified hydride material with a mobile phase of 95:5 hexane/ethyl acetate we separated phenols having other structural groups as aldehydes, ketones and acids. Under identical conditions an ordinary silica column will retain all of these compounds but they elute as a single broad peak. If a C18 hydride-based stationary phase is used under the same conditions, approximately the same retention is obtained although slightly better efficiency is achieved as shown in Fig. 9. The unmodified hydride surface also provides a good separation medium for heterocyclic aryl compounds [23]. Depending on the type of heterocycle and the other functional groups on the aryl portion of the compound, good retention was obtained using mobile phases containing 95:5 hexane/ethyl acetate or 90:10 hexane/methylene chloride or 90:10 hexane/THF. Thus, it appears reasonable to conclude that the hydride surface is primarily responsible for retention in the ONP mode. If a typical commercial C18 column is used under these experimental conditions, no retention of these compounds is obtained confirming the need for the hydride surface. Two other compounds retained by ONP on hydridebased columns are carvone and loratidine. Both compounds can be retained on a C18 hydride-based column with a hexane/THF mobile phase. Reasonable retention is obtained for carvone using a 95:5 hexane/THF solvent, but under these conditions loratidine does not elute in any practical time frame. If the mobile phase is changed to 75:25 loratidine has a k of 3.0 but carvone elutes at the solvent front. In order to do an analysis of both compounds in the same sample a gradient going from 95 to 75% hexane over a 7 min time frame is required. Reproducibility for this analysis is excellent (o0.5% RSD) with equilibration times of about 5 min between runs.



7 Other separation formats for hydride materials The use of hydride-based materials for microcolumn LC and CEC represents other promising applications for this technology. The full potential of these methods has not www.jss-journal.com
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been fully realized. Their future as analytical separation formats depends on both the development of reliable instrumentation and improved column technology to provide a broad range of selectivity to match current HPLC options. Some examples of applications using silica hydride stationary phases with these two formats are presented briefly below. For microcolumn HPLC, we have reported that good separations of steroids could be obtained using a capillary packed with a hydride-based C18 stationary phase [24]. Our analysis was done with a 100 mm  30 cm (20 cm packed length) capillary using a 80:20 ACN/DI water (0.1% formic acid) mobile phase at a flow rate of 70 mL/min. At the same high amount of organic in the mobile phase the elution order was identical to the results obtained on a standard (4.6  75 mm) column packed with the same material. The RP behavior of these solutes was verified by solvent composition studies. The identical mixture was tested on the same column in the pressurized CEC (p-CEC) mode. The presence of EOF results in a shortened analysis time and produces higher efficiency than obtained when using pressure-only flow in the capillary LC method. A plot of migration time versus applied voltage demonstrates that as the field is increased the analysis time for all solutes is decreased because of increased EOF. The p-CEC technique has more substantial effects when the elution of charged compounds is investigated. For example, the elution time of cytidine is reduced by more than 50% with the application of 10 kV when compared with the analysis done under only pressure-driven flow. The use of an electric field usually affects selectivity since for charged analytes the elution time is a combination of the chromatographic effects present in the HPLC experiment plus the electrophoretic mobility that results from the applied voltage. Thus for difficult separations, improvements in resolution can be made through variations in mobile phase composition as in HPLC as well as adjusting the strength of the electric field. For two hydrophilic pharmaceutical compounds, metformin and amphotericin, the ANP retention capabilities were verified under m-HPLC conditions. When a voltage was applied for p-CEC operation, an increase in retention with an increase in organic composition of the mobile phase was observed. The dual retention properties of the hydride-based stationary phases were confirmed under m-HPLC operation as expected and in p-CEC since chromatographic retention has a substantial effect on the overall elution of polar analytes. The use of sub-2 micron particles as a support for a hydride-based C18 phase has also been investigated for both m-HPLC and p-CEC. In the chromatographic format, modest increases in efficiency (30%) are observed for the analysis of steroids. However, in the p-CEC mode with an applied voltage of 20 kV, the efficiencies are increased by more than a factor of two to over 200 000 plates/m. For charged solutes the improvement in efficiency is not as great since the combined effects of EOF and electrophoretic & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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mobility already produce substantial increases in efficiency. The use of hydride-based separation materials in m-HPLC and p-CEC is a viable option to improve performance and should be able to expand the application of these techniques to a broader range of practical analyses. A column configuration has been developed for open tubular capillary electrochromatography (OTCEC) that includes a silica hydride surface. To fabricate this separation medium we have etched the inner wall of a fused silica capillary by heating it at a temperature of 300–4001C in the presence of ammonium hydrogen difluoride (NH4HF2) for 3–4 h. This process increases the surface area of the inner wall by a factor of 1000 or more and radial extensions of up to 5 mm in length can also be created by this treatment [25, 26]. This protocol is used to increase the capacity of the bare capillary and shorten the distance solutes must travel in order to interact with a stationary phase attached to the etched surface. In addition, nitrogen and fluoride from the etching reagent are incorporated into the new surface matrix that is created during the etching process [27]. These elements diminish some of the strong adsorptive properties of the silanols thus making the new surface more biocompatible. Further improvements in capillary performance are obtained when the etched surface is chemically modified. The effects of residual silanols are substantially reduced by the silanization reaction, which creates a new surface composed primarily of hydride moieties as described in Section 2 for particulate silica. The selectivity of the capillary is determined by the type of organic moiety attached to the etched hydride surface via a hydrosilation reaction. Applications have been developed for this format of OTCEC that span the range from small molecules through peptides and proteins. Many small molecules including basic compounds, such as tricyclic antidepressants and tetracyclines, have been analyzed using etched chemically modified capillaries [28]. One example of both the resolving power of these capillaries and the effect of the stationary phase for small molecule analysis is demonstrated by a mixture containing purine/pyrimidine bases and a nucleoside separated on two etched capillaries with different bonded moieties but under the same buffer, pH and applied voltage conditions [29]. The mixture is separated successfully by both columns with high efficiency and good peak shape but the elution order is different on the two capillaries illustrating the influence of the bonded group attached to the etched surface. The importance of the stationary phase in optimizing analyses was demonstrated for the separation of heterocyclic aromatic amines. A diol-bonded phase at low pH provided the best resolution for a mixture of genotoxic compounds produced when proteinaceous food is grilled or fried [30]. The usefulness of these capillaries for peptide analysis has been demonstrated in a number of studies characterized by high efficiencies, excellent resolving power and good peak shape [31–36]. When analyzing the same samples by gradient HPLC, the separations using OTCEC with the etched chemically modified capillaries are usually uniformly www.jss-journal.com
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better. Partially resolved or unresolved minor components can be identified by the OTCEC method. Peptide analysis has been successful for tryptic digests thus suggesting the technique would be useful for proteomics [37]. In order to test the performance of this OTCEC format for such applications, a bovine cytochrome c sample was digested with trypsin, and separated with a cholesterol-bonded capillary using a pH 7.0 buffer. As shown in Fig. 10A, good separation was achieved, with most of the major peptide fragments easily identified by MS. The separation of the two isobaric peptides, T6 (GGK) and T11 (NK), as illustrated in Fig. 10B, demonstrates the advantage of coupling OTCEC to MS. These two peptides are not well resolved by high performance RP LC because of similar hydrophobic properties. An excellent separation of these two peptides based on selectivity and peak shapes was achieved with the OTCEC capillary. Etched chemically modified capillaries have also been applied to the analysis of proteins. CE can be used for such analyses but often suffers from poor reproducibility of migration times and quantitation, usually the result of irreversible adsorption of proteins to the capillary wall. Physically coating or chemically bonding various organic compounds or polymers to the inner wall of the capillary are common solutions to this problem in CE, but the more biocompatible surface produced during the etching process often provides superior results. We have reported protein analyses using a number of different etched chemically modified capillaries [26, 29, 38–40]. Among the most significant are the analyses of basic proteins, the compounds that are usually the most difficult to elute with good recovery and symmetrical peaks. The experimental conditions span a variety of buffers, pH values between 2.1 and 8.5, and in some cases mobile phases with organic modifiers. A particularly interesting example of a protein application involves the analysis of PEGylated compounds.
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Separation of PEGylated proteins and peptides is complicated by the heterogeneity that results from the distribution of the PEG among a number of different sites on the biopolymer [41]. Attaching PEG to a peptide or protein involves activating PEG in order to bond it to a specific functional group [42, 43]; the most common sites for bonding of PEG are lysine and N-terminal amino groups. HPLC analysis frequently is unsuccessful in determining the actual number of PEGylated species present in a particular sample because of insufficient resolving power. In our investigation involving the OTCEC analysis of three PEGylated proteins using etched chemically modified capillaries, the high resolution necessary to produce an elution profile that could be used for identification or quality control tests was obtained [44]. In each case there were a substantial number of components in these samples indicating extensive PEGylation. The resolution, time of analysis, peak shape (AS is 1.1 or less) and efficiencies (N/m generally in the range of 100 000–200 000) found using these columns is excellent compared with the other separation methods such as HPLC. In comparison with another reliable analytical method developed for PEG proteins, MALDI-TOF, the analysis is simpler and less costly. Metalloproteins can also be separated using etched chemically modified capillaries [45]. Electrochromatograms for carbonic anhydrase under acidic conditions obtained on an etched C5 modified capillary show excellent peak shape (AS ﬃ 1) and high efficiency (N 41 000 000 plates/m). These results can be contrasted to the results obtained for carbonic anhydrase on a C18 modified etched capillary where lower efficiency and an asymmetric peak indicate that the solute has significant hydrophobic interactions with the octadecylbonded moiety. Similar results were observed for human serum albumin and human IgG, i.e. better peak shape and higher efficiencies are achieved on the etched C5 capillary than on the etched C18 column. The migration time for all of the proteins evaluated on both the C5 and C18 columns



Figure 10. Separation of a cytochrome c tryptic digest with an etched cholesterolmodified OT-CEC capillary. (A) Total ion chromatogram of the tryptic peptides; (B) extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 261.2 that corresponds to the tryptic peptides T6 and T11. Separation buffer: 20 mM NH4Ac in 20% ACN. Voltage: 20.0 kV. Injection: 50 mbar  5s. Adapted from [37].
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decreased from pH 2.1 to 4.38 and then increases as the pH is raised up to 8.10. The initial decrease in migration time at low pH is due to the decrease in anodic EOF as the pH is increased and the increase in migration time above pH 4.38 is due to the decrease in protein charge and greater interaction with the bonded moiety. Another aspect of the etched chemically modified capillaries, which has been documented in the studies cited above, is their durability and reproducibility. These investigations have shown that the column lifetime is at least several hundred injections with many capillaries performing well after 300–400 analyses [34, 40, 44]. Repeatability studies involving consecutive runs of a particular analyte give %RSD values less than one and less than two when an injection is compared to a result taken after one hundred or more subsequent analyses. Capillary-to-capillary reproducibility shows variations in the relative migration of two analytes (a values) on the order of 1%. These results demonstrate that the factors involved in the fabrication of the capillaries can be well controlled and that the hydride surface and the organic moiety bonded to it are stable as well.
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have resulted in long sought answers to the retention of many polar compounds using conditions that are compatible with MS detection for use in challenging pharmaceutical, biological, clinical and food product applications. However, a better theoretical understanding of how silica hydride phases operate is still needed so that generic approaches to separation problems can be more easily devised. Etched chemically modified capillaries based on silica hydride technology also possess unique properties that make them applicable to a variety of electrophoretic analyses. The EOF characteristics and biocompatible surface are suited for the analysis of small basic compounds, peptides and proteins; analytical areas that are challenging in both CE and HPLC. Coupling to MS should provide a useful tool for proteomic applications. Numerous examples of analyses of these types of compounds have already been demonstrated and the durability and reproducibility of this electrophoretic separation format are excellent. The financial support of the National Institutes of Health (GM079741-01) and the National Science Foundation (CHE 0724218) is gratefully acknowledged. One of the authors (J.J.P.) would like to acknowledge the support of the Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation through a Scholar Award. The advancement and commercialization of silica hydride materials would not have been possible without the support and dedication of Microsolv Technology Corporation. The authors have declared no conflict of interest.



8 Concluding remarks Silica hydride-based materials represent an evolutionary chromatographic technology that provides stationary phases for HPLC with unique capabilities. The properties of hydride silica and its bonded phases produce a broad range of chromatographic properties in a variety of formats that are not normally available from the ordinary silica widely used for current commercial products. These stationary phases were originally developed and characterized in the early 1990s and more recently have become a viable commercial product. As the number of users increase, the range of applications reported in the literature that take advantage of the unique properties of these materials (such as operation in three retention modes, dual retention mechanisms under a single mobile phase condition, rapid equilibration, operation in 100% aqueous conditions) will expand accordingly. The ANP capabilities of these phases & 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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coexisting on silica: the free silanol groups [ SiOH] and the ionic species 1. Keywords: ... In some cases it is necessary to avoid covalent bonding with the surface and to ... and characterized both at the first and the second stage of the process.
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PLASTCure Materials 

residue content. Can be placed directly into 800Â°C. Good reactivity and low viscosity. High accuracy. Ability to produce sharp edges parts. Outstanding burnout.
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Our Diet Impacts our Health & Vitality 

Based in Nature and Backed By Science. Based in Natureâ€”Whole Food, Human Food Chain. Nutrients. NeoLife Pro Vitality+ supplements provide the finest ...
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